Design for a
new chapter.
3M’s Surface Solutions
Create environments that are beautiful,
functional and sustainable.

A solution for every surface with 3M™ Films.
Design environments that reflect and shape the individual character of a space, inside and out, without the disruption of
traditional construction. With 3M™ Films, you’re specifying best-in-class quality and durable surface solutions that are
on trend, customizable and budget-friendly. Whatever your challenge, we’ve got you covered.

Where can I apply 3M™ Films?
3M’s surface solutions bring together design, function and sustainability with customizable materials that you can apply
both inside and outside of the building and across a variety of substrates.
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Beauty that’s more than skin deep.
Creating a new environment or refreshing an outdated space doesn’t have to be complicated or expensive. 3M has
solutions to help you transform a space without the cost, hassle and disruption of traditional construction, so you can
easily bring your vision to life.

Signature design without compromise.

Design Flexibility

Cost-Effective

Remodel and Reuse

Select from 1,000+ unique finishes
or create a completely customized
design to meet your design needs.

3M surface finishes are a costeffective alternative to traditional
construction materials, allowing
you to leave your design signature
on a project.

By refreshing, rather than replacing,
existing surfaces, you can help reduce
landfill waste and obtain LEED credits
— for beautiful designs you can feel
good about.

Quick Installation

Easy to Clean and Maintain

Meet Specifications

Reimagine almost any surface with
3M™ Films installed quickly and
easily by certified 3M installers, and
create less downtime, noise and
disruption for your clients.

You’re designing for durability with
surfaces that repair easily and stand
up to commonly used cleaners
without degradation.

We test and achieve third-party
certifications when a standard
exists and is applicable to one of
our products.

New priorities. New materials.
3M’s surface solutions are engineered leveraging 3M’s tradition of innovation and technological know-how to create
design excellence and respect environmental sustainability, globally.

3M™ DI-NOC™ Architectural Finishes

Interior Series

Exterior Series

Whiteboard Series

DI-NOC™ for Glass

Select designs that resemble
natural materials to provide a
clean, high-end look, or choose
from a variety of patterns created
in collaboration with leading
designers from across the globe.

Simplify exterior renovations and
achieve a whole new look with
less labor, cost and waste than
traditional construction.

Transform any wall, column,
tabletop — virtually any surface
— into writable surfaces for
seamless collaboration.

Enhance interior glass surfaces
with these lightweight finishes that
have a clear, pressure-sensitive
adhesive on the front surface of
the film so the design can be seen
through the glass.

3M™ Crystal Dusted and
Frosted Glass Finishes

3M™ Dichroic Glass Finishes

3M™ Clear View Film

Create one-of-a-kind architectural
masterpieces at a fraction of the
cost of color-shifting glass.

Create unique effects — one-way
vision, transparent, dusted crystal
and more. This product is the
perfect canvas for glass, acrylic
and polycarbonate applications.

3M™ Glass Finishes

3M™ FASARA™ Glass Finishes
Control both light and privacy
through a building’s interior glass,
including the interior of an outside
glass wall.

Provide an extra level of detail and
offer the designs of sandblasted
(dusted) or etched (frosted) glass
at a fraction of the cost.

3M™ Graphic Films

Digital Print Films

Colored Films

Illuminated Films

Overlaminates

Create stunning, picture perfect
wall graphics and building wraps
for almost any surface that are cost
effective, durable and easy to install.

Bring new life to your building’s
surfaces with a wide selection of
standard colors. Colored films
can be customized to achieve the
exact color you’re looking for or
cut to create unique design or
communication elements.

Create experiential spaces
by highlighting branding and
communication elements in signage
using illuminated films. These
films have great design flexibility
to achieve the desired color and
appearance.

Protect and enhance graphics and
wraps with overlaminates that take
your designs to the next level.

3M™ Window Films
Commercial Solutions Division
3M Center, Building 220-12E-04
St. Paul, MN 55144-1000
Learn more at 3M.com/TBD
Sun Control Window Film

Safety and Security Window Film

Enhance performance without
replacing windows, and increase
efficiency, reduce cost and
increase the comfort of occupants.

Fortify weak entry points and easily
upgrade existing windows or glass to
meet safety-glazing requirements at
1/3 the cost of a full replacement.
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